
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 9:05 PM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Mossad; Augusto Benito Vargis; NO LONGER PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. 

John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm Donor aka 
The It; JRK@class-action-law.com; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South 
African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Professor Rabbi 

Abner Weiss; Andes Abril - US Holocaust Memorial Museum Mid-Atlantic Regional 
Director; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; Simon Collins; US 

Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback; Sargent Amanda 
Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - son of 
South African Judge Margo who in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli Air 

Force; Simon Wiesenthal Center; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance 
- Republic of South Africa; Lee Selbo; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of 

Finance; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of 
American Charles Engelhard's estate; Springbok02@ntlworld.com; South African 
Consulate General; South China Morning Post; Office of the Israeli Defense 

Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC. 
Subject: LUCKY FRIEND: Updated draft response to Israeli Intelligence Report 

 
It is improving but not ready for publication. 

 
Keep connecting up the dots…. black and white although it was in “red” references 
to both Russia as well as what you can see in red “what can explain….” 

 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20aroop-

rememberme.pdf 
 
Don’t forget once armed with knowledge of why someone chooses not to pursue 

truth and you choose to chastise them you so you will find yourself fast running out 
of “lucky friends”. 

 
You have heard the expression, “You make your own luck!” 
 

My mother always refer to my uncle David Gevisser as a “lucky person” who was 
“not a good business person”. 

 
Why on earth would the Mossad choose someone who was not a “good business 
person” when my Royal Mater would also so very strongly protest, “You don’t want 

to be in business with an honest fool or clever crook”. 
 

You will notice that I am “picking up the pace!” 
 
Get ready to broadcast to the list of Peruvian guides that Augusto sent me. 

 
Again, check the exact date when I started broadcasting the IMI report that they of 

course are not in the least bit angry about otherwise I would be dead and so would 
you. 



 
Don’t forget about Mr. Loftus now wanting help from “deafeningly silent” Professor 

Dershowitz in selling yet another book. 
 

Don’t forget that I don’t simply have the proof the Nazis won World War II and each 
and every genocide since and continuing to this hour but I am explaining it all in 
simple English and you are hard pressed to find one person who says the Nazis 

didn’t win World War II willing to debate me on this rather important subject. 
 

Do you think they are all waiting for me to be dead before looking themselves in 
the mirror and then finding how very difficult it is to be sick to their stomachs 
knowing each and every organ in their body is recording and providing them with 

instant playback. 
 

Nothing quite like going to sleep every night with a clear conscience and not in the 
least bit bothered by those living in denial and who will of course die in denial but in 
the meantime have to deal with the truth that I am 100% right a most 

extraordinarily vengeful God is smart enough to figure out how best to let those 
who usurp their limited authority know what will become of them on the next go-

around. 
 

What are your plans for both Christmas Day and New Year? 
 
Do you think the US military got the message when the Peoples Republic of 

Communist China this past Thanksgiving Day turned away not one but 3 US 
warships including the USS Kittyhawk. 

 
You do recall in mid-1964 the newly elected De Beers President Lyndon Johnson, a 
close personal friend of American Charles Engelhard that the reader of Epstein’s, 

the Diamond Invention, Chapter 18 THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY, believes to be 
long dead, instructs the Captain of the nuclear powered aircraft carrier USS 

Enterprise to visit Cape Town and “pay respects” to both Charles Engelhard and his 
partner Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer. 
 

You do recall that De Beers shut down the Harry Memorial website once I started to 
“pick it apart” beginning with my pal Tony Leon, leader of the Opposition to the 

ANC South African Government forced to pay homage; Tony’s “tribute” when 
combined with Nelson Mandela’s “tribute” from the dock of the South African 
Supreme Court on April 20th, 1964, enough you would think to do more than “sink 

the Titanic”. 
 

Think as you put your head down on your pillow first of the 6 million Jewish people 
brutally murdered by the De Beers Nazis and who would be the best candidates to 
hand deliver your short-story to each member of the De Beers United States 

Congress, apart from of course John Dau of the Lost Boys of the Sudan holding 
hands with Sergent Amanda Lopez, a top recruiter for the US Army. 

 



Let me know what you think of the movie Fidel and feel free to let its producers 
know more about www.just3ants.com 

 
Birds of a feather flock together! 

 
[Word count 684] 
_________________________ 

From: Adam L Tucker 

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 7:36 PM 
To: 'Gary S Gevisser' 

Subject: FW: Updated draft response to Israeli Intelligence Report 

 
 
 

 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]  

Sent: Monday, December 17, 2007 6:44 PM 
To: 'devinstandard@yahoo.com' 

Subject: Updated draft response to Israeli Intelligence Report 
 
Devin, 
 
If you have a moment, please take a look at my most recent draft response to the Israeli Intelligence 
Report which Gary ahs been publicizing for some time.  
 
Please make any edits or suggestions in green. 
 
Thank you for your time, 
Adam 

 


